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Listening and Speaking
I. I am an Indian donkey. I am grey in colour. Often, I am treated as a beast of burden,
carrying heavy load from one place to another.
A male donkey is called a Jack. A female donkey is called a Jenny. A baby donkey is
called a colt. The sound that a donkey makes called bray.



Answer the following questions.

[4 x 1 = 4]

1. What is a female donkey called?
2. How does a donkey help humans?
3. What is a donkey's call called?
4. Why is a donkey also called a 'beast of burden'?
II. When we sneeze, we generally hear people telling us "God bless you". Do you know
why ? If not, think about a few good reasons.

[3M]

Reading
Answer the following questions.

[5 x 1 = 5]

1. What are some of things that Mr. Nobody does ?
2. Why did the donkey sneeze the first time ?
3. What did Hari think the stranger to be, after he had fallen on the ground ?
4. How does Mr. Nobody soil the carpets ?
5. What was Hari doing on the branch of a tree ?
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Writing
Write a paragraph about your grandparents. Use the following questions as pointers.
[5M]
1. Who are your grandparents ?
2. How old are they ?
3. How do you spend time with them ?
4. What do you like most about them ?
5. Why should we respect our grandparents ?

Grammar
Complete the sentences given below using suitable possessive pronouns from the
options given.

[5 x 1 = 5]

1. That is __________ chair. That chair is __________.

(yours, your)

2. These are __________ shoes. Those shoes are __________.

(my, mine)

3. This is __________ bag. This bag is __________.

(hers, her)

4. That is __________ umbrella. This umbrella is __________.

(ours, our)

5. That is __________ school. That school is __________.

(theirs, their)

Vocabulary
From the list below each, choose the word most similar in meaning to :

[3 x 1 = 3]

a. smell, odour
grace, delight, scent, limb, retrieve.
b. private, secret
shallow, humble, confidential, regard
c. big, large, huge
slight, lame, bear, immense, plight.
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